Besides the prior study of energy efficiency (EE) that focuses on single component (antenna, radio frequency (RF) chain, circuit, etc.), or limited to one base station (BS) area, in this paper, EE is integrated, investigated with various components (antenna, RF chain, circuit, coverage area) considering in, based on an optimized system model. That is, one optimized multi-BS system model is introduced beforehand with the cloud radio access network (C-RAN) for easier deployment of the selecting/sleeping mechanism. In addition, the system EE is described by an optimization problem while taking more component factors into consideration. While solving, this integrated optimization problem in all time intervals of all BS areas is proved to be equal to an optimization problem of each single BS area within each single time interval. After that, the integrated optimization solution is obtained while adding up the single-BS-singleinterval optimization solutions, whereas the later solution is addressed by an offline decision method plus a convex optimization strategy. Observation from the numerical results demonstrates that the antenna power consumption is the dominant factor of the power consumption, which therefore, the dominant factor of EE performance.
Introduction
Energy efficiency (EE) issue receives various attentions in wireless communications nowadays apart from the previous spectrum efficiency (SE) [1, 2] . In EE study, the energy harvesting (EH) technology is proposed and widely studied recently [3, 4] , for the EE optimization [3] , simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) [4] and other issues. In addition, the authors of [5] propose one cellular zooming scheme, to divide the cellular coverage area into different ring sections with respect to the distance from the base station (BS) to the user terminal and to select the needed area(s) for zooming in (with users) or out (without users) while cooperating with the cooperative multi-point (CoMP) technology [6] . To step further, a cooperative transmission with BS and antenna selecting/sleeping is investigated in [7, 8] , and the authors in [9] introduce this selecting/sleeping method into RF chain study. Additionally, in [10] , selecting/sleeping mechanism is further investigated in a multi-antenna relay networks. Similarly, in the study of [11] , a cellular partition *Correspondence: di_zhang@fuji.waseda.jp 1 GITS/GITI, Waseda University, Okubo, 3-14-8, 169-0074 Tokyo, Japan Full list of author information is available at the end of the article zooming scheme is presented to further optimize the cellular zooming scheme of [5] . Compared with [5] , the prior study of us in [11] further divides the ring area in [5] into fan sections for zooming in and out, which the system EE performance is progressively boosted up via this method. Although various literature can be found in this regard, yet most of them are limited to one or two components selecting/sleeping cases. Lately, an integrated study has been done in [12] while taking more component power consumptions into consideration for both uplink and downlink analysis. But this work is focused on one BS area scenario.
By contrast, estimation from [13] indicates that while gathering several BSs together for integrated optimization, i.e., machine room sharing, more energy could be saved. Intuitionistic experience also has that while holistically adopting the selecting/sleeping, i.e., taking more components into consideration, EE performance can be further enhanced. Thus while studying EE, an integrated multi-BS multi-component perspective will be better than the previous signal BS or less component ones. One should also note that while taking more elements into consideration, although it will be much closer to the reality, but it turns out to be an concave optimization problem while directly solving will cost more resources and time period. In this case, a tradeoff strategy is given in this study.
Additionally, cloud radio access network (C-RAN) provides a platform for the integrated architecture for optimizing [13, 14] . But due to the one antenna in one remote radio head (RRHs) area configuration, numerous RRHs are needed while deploying. In addition, due to the one antenna RRHs with its small coverage area, zooming scheme and the antenna selecting/sleeping scheme are not considered in prior literature [13] .
Therefore, to optimize the system EE, C-RAN is borrowed in this study while introducing massive MIMO antenna arrays to replace the existing LTE antennas in the outdoor environment, and uniformly scheduled several BS resources together to form a "C-RAN. " The benefits have been stated in [2] . In addition, other than the previous work that focus on the single component (antenna, radio frequency (RF) chain, etc.) selecting/sleeping scheme, the EE problem within all time intervals is modeled from a comprehensive perspective with more components taking into consideration (machine room, electron circuits, etc.). It is found that the problem is an concave one. To solve it, it is first proved that the global EE optimization problem can be achieved by summing up every optimization solution of each time interval within each single BS area. In addition, the single-time-interval-single-BS-area EE optimization problem can be solved by a linear convex optimization problem plus an offline decision method. Additionally, observation from the results demonstrates that antenna power consumption is the dominant factor of EE in this system.
The structure of this paper was organized as follows: Section 2 described the proposed system structure. The system model was investigated in detail, including the analysis of its sum rate and energy consumption with regards to the EE definition. In Section 3, the EE problem was modeled into a non-convex preparative optimization problem, and its solution was given. The proposal was verified and compared by the comprehensive computerbased simulation results in Section 4. Finally, the paper was concluded in Section 5.
NOTATIONS: In this paper, the uppercase boldface letters were used to denote the matrix, lowercase boldface letters were the vectors, and normal letters were the scalar quantities, respectively. In addition, A H denoted the Hermitian transposition of a matrix A; A T denoted the transpose of a matrix A; A ij was the (i, j) entry of a matrix A with ith raw and jth column; ||A|| 2 F was the Frobenius 2-norm of a matrix A; E was the expectation operation; and a.s.
− → denoted the almost sure convergence, respectively.
Proposed system model and analysis of the transmission rate and energy consumption
As the definition of EE [15, 16] , in order to investigate the EE, achievable sum rate and consumed energy expression should be achieved beforehand. Thus in the following subsections, the optimized system model, the sum rate, and its consumed energy investigation based on this model were addressed beforehand.
The proposed system model
Typically, C-RAN consists of baseband unit (BBU), RRHs, and high bandwidth low latency connections between the RRHs and BBU [13] . The benefits of C-RAN reside in its joint information processing and resource scheduling, which can be executed via the virtual base station (VBS) that connects with a general purpose platform (GPP) server.
Consequently, an example of the proposed system model can be shown in Fig. 1 . In addition, while uniformly scheduling several BSs' resources, the "BBU" sections are separated into two parts: plant and control center, switcher connected to the core network. Furthermore, unlike several BBUs within one C-RAN cluster, here the system is further modified by connecting all of its connecting BSs to one "BBU" for uniformly resource scheduling purpose. The benefit of this strategy is stated by [2] . Here, the latency issue is left for further study while adopting the CoMP-JP with cooperating cellular in line with the majority work of this, such as [17] . 
The transmission rate analysis
Take the hypothesis that there are K active UEs that each of them associating with b active antennas for its transmission. Suppose that all of the UE's requests are routed back to the uniform "BBU" through backhaul links with CoMP-JP. Moreover, power of each antenna is equally assumed to be P a . By ignoring the inter-cluster interferences from the neighboring BS area [2, 11] , further take h k , a 1 × M complex-Gaussian vector with zeromean-complex-Gaussian entries, and variance 1 2 for each dimension, as the channel from BS to UE k [18] . While assuming component carrier (CC) bandwidth assigned to each UE is B CCs where CC is sufficient enough for K UEs. In line with study in [2, 11, 18] , with K, M growing large with a constant ratio M/K, by an equal power allocation, achievable rate of UE k can be given by [2] R k = E B CCs log 2 1 + ρ
where ρ = P k /P n k , with P n k the noise power for each user k. Here the second step is obtained by employing the Jensen's inequality, whereas the approximate equation by the third step is obtained in line with prior studies of [2, 10] . This is the "channel hardening" effect in massive MIMO, which means that with K, M growing large, the off-diagonal H H H effects become increasing weaker compared with the diagonal matrix of H [19, 20] . The sum rate within each C-RAN under this assumption turns out to be the total transmission rate of the overall BS areas. In addition, for the sake of compactness, it is further assumed that the UE number is equal among different cellular areas. Thus, the sum rate, while denoting B as the total cellular number of this system, turns out to be
where R k i,j is equal to R k . With this sum rate in hand, the left work is the power consumption analysis, which was addressed by the following sections.
The energy consumption analysis
Energy consumption of C-RAN, typically, can be summarized into the dynamic energy consumption plus the constant energy consumption parts. The dynamic energy consumption mainly comes from the transmission (for instance, antenna, RF chain, and circuit to serve the transmission) and coverage area maintaining [2] . In contrast, the constant energy consumption mainly results from the machine room and other equipments, which seldom light is casted on in prior studies. Under this circumstance, total energy consumption follows [21] 
where p
yield the dynamic energy consumption of each BS area (to serve the UEs and maintain the BS coverage area) and constant energy consumption of each BS area. Additionally, the dynamic energy consumption can be further elaborated by
Here, P k j is the transmission rate energy consumption (equal to P k , the allocated antenna energy power of UE k with rate R k i,j ). In addition, P RF j , P c j , P cc j are the RF chain, circuit, and the allocated coverage area maintaining energy consumption, respectively. Furthermore, η denotes the power amplifier (PA) efficiency with value 0 < η < 1.
As discussed before, the goal of this paper is to explore the EE merits of this proposal while taking more components into consideration. In order to describe this comprehensive EE with mathematics model, two lemmas are given beforehand.
Lemma. (lemma 3.1 in [22] ) only consider the downlink transmission while setting the power of uplink transmission period to be zero 1 , the optimal power allocation for an epoch t is P k j > 0 for power on time period τ on ⊆ (t(i − 1), t(i)] (downlink), and P k j = 0 for the remaining time periods τ off ⊆ (t(i − 1), t(i)] (uplink). The following identities also hold:
Proof. See Lemma 3.1 in [22] . Proof. See Appendix.
The energy efficiency model and its solution
The EE optimization model and its solution of this study are addressed in this section. As discussed before, EE is defined as the achievable sum rate divided by the consumed energy. Hence, in line with prior study [20] , the global EE optimization problem of this modified system (within all time intervals of all BS areas), while integrated taking the antenna, RF chain, circuit, and dynamic and constant power into consideration, can be described as
subject to:
C2 :
C4 : ) where denote the number of antenna allocated to each UE, number of UE indicator, and the total number of RF chain within one cluster, respectively. Note that here C1, C2 specify that in one cluster, the total transmission power should be no greater than the allocated power, and the total cellular power consumption should be no greater than the total BS power, respectively. In addition, C3, C4, C6 denote that in one cluster, the number constraints of CC, antenna, as well as the power constraints, should be satisfied.
Whereas C5 yields the UE number cannot exceed the RF chain number. This is because of the assumption that one active RF chain could only serve one active UE, in line with the prior MIMO structure, for the sake of compactness.
The EE optimization problem, although, has been addressed so far and can be solved by the concave optimization method, but it will cost more resources and calculation time due to the constraint C3 comparing with the linear searching method. Thus, another purpose of this paper is to find an alternative method to simplify the processing. Fortunately, in line with prior study [21] , it is noted that if C k was taken as the used CCs of the previous UEs, a minimum CC selection method can be obtained beforehand, whereas I m (t) is defined as
with C k , m denote the optimal CC for kth UE and the set of CCs. For the left optimization problem, we dig more and find the following Corollary existing.
Corollary. According to Lemma 2, the binary value of power allocation P k i,j and its time distribution τ on both obey the identically Poisson distribution in every time interval (t(i − 1), t(i)]. While linearly adding every individual power allocation within each time interval, it turns out to be the optimal solution of the total time intervals. This can be proved as follows.
Proof. In τ on time period, whenever there is a transmission request, power allocation is triggered with a constant value of P k i,j (proof of Lemma 1 in [22] ). Otherwise, in τ off period, no power is allocated. This is because τ on and P k i,j display the same performances like the active UEs' existences with their on-off binary values. Thus, it is clear that the binary values of τ , P k i,j are of the same distribution performances just like UEs.
With the aforementioned Lemma 1, Lemma 2, and Corollary 1 in hand, the global EE optimization solution can be obtained while summing up the single time interval EE optimization problems other than the aforementioned integration to the total time intervals. In addition, the single time interval EE optimization problem is the same among different time periods on condition that among each of them, the UEs are performing the same distribution. Thus once the optimal solution is obtained in a time interval, the global optimization is achieved. In this case, while removing the integration to the total time intervals, the problem can be further described as follows
subject to C1 :
C4 :
Note that the purpose of C3 is to find the optimal CC solution under CC number constraint, which has less relationship with the power allocation. In this case, it can be solved via an offline method. That is, whenever request coming, select the least CC number for its transmission under CC constraint in (7) . The remaining part after this selection turns out to be a component selection and power allocation problem with respect to the achievable transmission rate. In addition, without loss of generality, it is further assumed that each antenna consumes the same power once activated, as well as the circuit, RF chain.
In addition, similar to Lemma 2, while adding up all users' location performances within every BS areas, it is the UEs' location performances of the whole cluster. Moreover, the PPP distribution of UE within one cluster, with large time range, can be taken as a sum of separate PPP distribution of each BS area. Whereas in each area, the UE displays the same PPP distribution but with a smaller range. Thus, the optimal solution can be obtained by optimizing the EE problem of one BS area within one time interval. Which is, the remaining problem can be decomposed as a optimization problem with
C3
:
whereas the global optimization solution is the summarization of each of this single-time-interval-single-BS-area optimization problem. To this optimization problem, it is proved by Theorem 1 in [23] that, if we define a maximum weighted solution with S * = max(
and further suppose the problem has an optimal solution S * . Optimal solution of the EE problem in (10), if any, should satisfy the following constraint
and its optimal solution with max P k j , P RF j must be equal to S * if any. Note that RF chain power consumption has nothing to do with the achievable sum rate although it is needed for the transmission. Under this circumstance, while searching for the optimal solution, it will converge to zero. To avoid this, in line with [24] , we assume that in each search step, the number of RF chain is equal to the number of antenna in order to satisfy the transmission requirement.
After this, the extreme point existence is verified by the Lagrange method as shown in (13) and (14). As we can see, it always has an extreme point on condition that (13) is equal to zero and (14) lower than zero. Thus, at least one optimal solution of our EE optimization problem exists. In addition, this optimal solution can be straightforward obtained while comparing all of those extreme points and keeping the one with best EE performance.
As all constraints are in linear functions now, one can use the linear searching method to obtain the optimal solution of (10) with constraints (11) plus an offline searching method of CC. That is, in each step, search the optimal solution with every possible combination of the constraints, compare them, and only keep the best one. As the linear constraints, one can obtain the optimal solution within a much shorter time. Whereas the searching can be achieved by IBM Cplex (refer to IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio V12.60 documents) or MATLAB-based linear programming (LP) [25] .
Numerical analysis and results
Here in the numerical analyses and simulation setups of this paper, the simulation parameters in line with [9, 26] are employed, which is shown in Table 1 . In addition, in each BS area, it is assumed that the active UE number is 20 in one BS area. In this case, achievable sum rate of each cellular within one time interval is the active UE's sum rate. In addition, the sum rate of the system cluster is the amount rate of each BS area within the total time intervals. Another, parts of the UE's location distribution performance is shown in Fig. 2 . Note that due to the limit space and tedious generation, here we only gave one figure to show this distribution as an example of our simulation, whereas the number of active UEs is growing from 14 to 20. As shown in this figure, the green bubble yields the location of one active UE whereas the blue circle is the coverage area edge. The x and y coordinate axes denote the normalized range of the cellular area. Note that for easy discrimination, here one cell coverage circle area is divided into 20 parts for better display of the active UE's position in this simulation. The reason to adopt the PPP distribution is that the location of active UEs randomly disperses in cluster area, which is similar to the UE performance in the real world.
Additionally, we further randomly generate the transmission rate. In the simulation here, we evaluate the performance of component selection and EE performance in one cellular area. The randomly generated transmission rate can be found in Table 2 with its simulation results in Figs. 3 and 4 . Here, Fig. 3 yields the number of selected components and Fig. 4 is the EE performance. As the PPP distribution of the UE's position within each cell and randomly generated transmission rate, the curve of EE performance in Fig. 4 goes up and down. That is because in each step, the randomly generated transmission rate results in the up and down curves of the energy consumption, which in turn, the up and down curves of EE performance.
One can figure out from Fig. 3 that at first, the number of selected components decreases while CC increasing. Afterwards, CC has less effect to the component selection performance while arriving at the optimal one; C k here in this simulation. Thus on the condition that each pair of components consumes an equal power, C k will be the one with the least component number and CC value, 35 MHz here. This can be further confirmed in Fig. 4 , where B CCs with 35 and 40 MHz displays the same EE performances. Thus, it can be concluded that before C k , the number of selected components decreases and EE performance To further verify the validity of our proposal, EE performance of this proposal and the prior state-of-the-art proposal in [7] with BS and antenna selecting and switching off scheme are further compared. The result can be found in Fig. 7 . It is clear that our proposal can enhance the EE performance while taking more elements into consideration. That is, by the integrated proposal, one can select the optimal number of components for the transmission while switching off the unwanted ones. But in [7] , the unwanted power consumptions of other components (for instance, RF chain, circuit) are still needed for the transmission. One can see from Fig. 7 that, although the EE performance is enhanced by our proposal, the other components (RF chain, electrons, etc.) have less effect to the EE performance comparing with the antennas because of the close gap between the two. Thus, the antenna power consumption is the dominating factor of the power consumptions, which in turn, the dominating factor of system EE performance.
Conclusions
In this paper, an optimized system model is proposed for economical deployment in outdoor environment and better adoption of the selecting/sleeping mechanism. Afterwards, the system EE performance is modeled into a Energy efficiency comparison between our proposal and proposal in [7] Endnote T t=1 UE t of independent identically distributed Poisson distribution of each time period UE t was a Poisson distribution. Whereas this can be confirmed by some linear operations. Which is, according to the basic property of expectation value and variance in statistics, expectation calculation of the independent identically distributed Poisson distribution is a linear operation, and the variance is independent. Thus, it has
var(UE) = 
In addition, according to the deduction of Lemma 1, in each time period, the optimal power, if any, should be allocated with a constant value. Suppose this constant value is P k , where P k > 0, t ∈ (t(i − 1), t(i)]. By assuming "EE" as the optimal solution operator, according to Jensen's inequality, it follows
where l t denotes a time interval length. Furthermore, assume a suboptimal solution with valueP t existing, which of course, a constant value withP t > 0, t ∈ (t(i − 1), t(i)] existing. We have
However, according to the optimization results, there should be
As we can see, this resulted in a paradox. Thus,P k must be equal to P k in order to get one and only one integral optimal result. In this case, the global optimal result of EE can be obtained by the sum optimal power in each independent time period. This completes the proof.
